The 5 Pillars for World Class Success

Robert Benninga

Achieve more by doing less!

Success without worries!

Success = make others successful

The DREAM T.E.A.M.

K.I.S.S.
Hello Tiger… I Love You!

The Law of the Trafficlight!

STOP
CONTINUE
START

Their Business: ASK Questions

Talk Less... ASK More!
Better Questions… Better Answers!

The Seven HiT Questions!
For World Class Results
1. WHICH
2. WHY
3. WHAT
4. WHO
5. WHERE
6. HOW
7. WHEN

The 10.000 hour rule
Ask for Help!

Ego in the refrigerator

With Heart and Soul!

Always ready to learn more
The 5 Pillars for World Class Success!

1. Talk Less... ASK More
2. The 10,000 hour rule
3. Ask for HELP
4. EGO in the refrigerator
5. Work & Live with Heart & Soul

Hello Tiger... I Love You!

The Law of ‘the David’
Made by Michelangelo
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